Instructions to Obtain DEA Number for APC DCs

1. You first have to register with the state before you can get your DEA license. You go to the Board of Pharmacy site: http://www.rld.state.nm.us/boards/Pharmacy.aspx and on the left side of the page you will click on Forms and Applications. You then scroll down to Practitioner’s Controlled Substance Registration Application and click on that. Filling it out is very simple AND make sure that you check the box for 3N for Schedule of Drugs. DO NOT FORGET TO INCLUDE A COPY OF YOUR LICENSE WITH THE APPLICATION PLUS APPLICABLE FEES. The formula for that is at the bottom of the application.

2. Once you receive your Registration Certificate from the state, then you apply for your DEA license. Go to http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/ Click on DEA Forms and Applications, then New Registration Applications and the blue box Apply Online. Under Select Your Business Category, mark the circle next to Form 224, then, under Select One Business Activity, open the list and select MLP CERTIFIED CHIROPRACTOR. Then click on the blue box BEGIN, which will open up the application for you to fill out. It is very straightforward. And yes, it costs $731 for 3 years, and you can see that is the price for everyone, mid-level or not.